Among the different sorts of challenges for the modeling and simulation community, two types of challenges face us: challenges that optimize space and time for the computer and challenges that improve the human interface to the modeling and simulation process itself. While these types of challenges are important for the future health of simulation, the author presents a grand challenge of the latter variety, based on an area termed integrative multimodeling. The purpose of integrative multimodeling is to provide a human-computer interaction environment that allows components of different model types to be linked to one another. This study specifies current modeling practices in simulation and proceeds to justify a need for the challenge. It then follows this with two areas: aesthetic computing and the RUBE software framework, which supports customized "notations" for dynamic models constructed using the extensible markup language (XML).
Introduction
We pose a grand challenge problem area called integrative multimodeling, which will surface issues and challenges in the general human-computer interaction area when one considers that part of the overall modeling challenge in computer simulation is based on the idea that models serve as human interfaces to physical phenomena, from queues in operations research to cosmological simulations of galaxy formation. A "model" is an economical physical surrogate so that we may employ different notations and metaphors as ways to increase our understanding of the phenomena being modeled. A multimodel [1] is a model that contains multiple coupled hybrid, heterogeneous models, so that, for example, a finite state machine might control ordinary differential equations. Multimodeling was developed to stress the human interface to models, including alternate presentations and representations for hybrid models.
We begin with an overview of the current state of the art in modeling and simulation and then proceed to identify a grand challenge. Following this, and after elucidating requirements needed to partially solve the challenge, we describe the new field of aesthetic computing and our software framework, RUBE. the customization requirements supporting the grand challenge, and RUBE is a 3D software framework that facilitates the creation of custom dynamic model presentations built on a Web-based extensible markup language (XML) substrate.
Modeling Research in Simulation
The historical evolution of integrating visualization with modeling and simulation began with models crafted from numerous media and using diverse modes of interaction. In military modeling, for instance, warfare has been modeled with lead soldiers, elaborate sandtables, field exercises, paper-and-pencil drawings, and computer-assisted 2D and 3D computer graphic visualizations. Military simulations are generally referred to as being in one of three categories: live, constructive, and virtual. From the perspective of virtual simulation, models have historically been split into two categories, with a third one to round out the heterogeneous structural and behavioral possibilities: discrete event, continuous, and combined. While these combine to forge a coherent discipline, the roots of these model types vary. Discrete event methods focus on the discrete temporal nature of events that are interspersed over time in irregular intervals. Nance [2] overviews the history of this rich field, with a formal treatment by Zeigler, Praehofer, and Kim [3] . Like flowcharts, which have been used frequently for modeling control flow, discrete event models have their graphical counterparts. For example, Pritsker's [4] GASP IV language was accompanied by diagrams that could be used to ease the translation into the GASP language. More recent texts employ visual cues for identifying model components and their interactions [5, 6] . Other simulation researchers have continued in this visual tradition by illustrating the worldviews of discrete event processing [7] or by creating their own languages and environments capable of supporting 2D and 3D systems, usually by Windows-based graphical user interfaces [8] .
While the history of discrete event models had its early roots in operations research and programming language flow diagrams, continuous models evolved mainly from analog computation. Cellier [9] describes this area, with a plethora of visual model types. Dymola and Modelica [10, 11] are engineering-based systems capable of supporting real-time visual modeling and simulation, usually of electromechanical systems. The use of bond graphs [12] extends the domain to any system capable of being described in terms of energy flow, power sources, and sinks.
Despite the wealth of work already done in creating a substantial visual user interface environment on top of a simulation program, the integration of model structures and their execution results has only begun. The community needs to focus on more effective ways of interfacing with the human, whose cognitive system is comfortable with metaphors and engaging iconic models and less comfortable with purely symbolic language interfaces. As Shin [13] points out in her study of diagrammatic evolution of logic languages, beginning with Euler and proceeding to Venn and Peirce, the need exists to move beyond the symbolic interface toward the more metaphorical, iconic representation. Using 2D or 3D icons does not necessitate resemblance of source concept to target object, but it does reduce the distance from the model to what amounts to the root metaphors already present in mathematical structure (e.g., the concept of containment, being inside or outside of a set) [14] . If the visual interface can be shown to be sound and complete, then it will satisfy the rigor required of a mathematical systems approach and may catch the eyes and ears of modelers.
Identifying the Challenge

Problems to Be Addressed
To establish any area or theme as a basis for a grand challenge in simulation may seem somewhat presumptuous on the part of an author. After all, to suggest that something is both "grand" and a "challenge" presents several significant hurdles. The first burden is to convince the reader that something is a challenge, but the second burden is even more considerable-to evince that it is "grand" at the same time. Let us begin with the general topic of simulation and proceed to gradually develop an argument for a grand challenge for a subset of that field. The discipline of simulation involves modeling, analysis, and computation (i.e., aspects of how models are executed). The area of modeling varies widely in scope, as evidenced by the types of models one finds in the literature. If we take five sample simulation texts from the references, we find the following sorts of reference to "models," chosen somewhat arbitrarily from each text: This list is not meant to be comprehensive by any means but instead illustrates the kind of vast territory we are dealing with when we use the word model. If we define a simulation model as a source object whose components and operation are meant to capture dynamic attributes of a target object, we may capture most interpretations espoused in these reference texts. A key observation, if we agree with this definition for model, is that all models are physical, meaning that there are physical media necessary to encode the model whether the medium is paper, small blocks, or a cathode-ray tube. Even the "mathematical model" relies on notation of some kind if the model is to be effective. Given the physicality of the model, the next observation is that the task of modeling within the computer era-that is, designing, manipulating, and executing the model-relies on human-computer interaction (HCI) and everything associated with HCI, including model presentation, representation, interface metaphors, interaction modalities, and evaluation techniques.
A New Focus: The Role of HCI in Dynamic Modeling
Given the interest in modeling within the simulation field, one problem is that the human interface aspects have received too little attention, except within the simulation training community, where the human plays a more prominent role. The following questions naturally arise within the context of HCI: how can we represent different models or change the representation between models? What interaction modes are possible with Petri nets or queuing models? How can this interaction be related or integrated with the geometry of the system under study? Where can we use text versus 2D versus 3D? How can we customize or personalize model structure representations for individuals or small groups? We would like to be in a situation in which we could readily provide answers to these questions, but further research is necessary. We are now in a position to state the grand challenge, which is to enable a human-computer interface in which models of different types can be integrated with one another through effective interaction means. This challenge extends beyond the simulation field since in other areas, one may be interested in other types of models; however, for our challenge, we would recommend a focus on dynamic models and how these integrate with each other (i.e., dynamic models of different types but with the same target phenomena) and with closely related models (i.e., geometry models for the scene).
Even supposing that the area of modeling within simulation requires more integration with HCI, it may not be immediately apparent to the reader why this integration of models is desirable. We first need to recognize that multiple models, in terms of representation and type, are more useful than models of one standardized type. A study not only of simulation texts covering modeling but also of the plethora of model types in existence shows that different people need or want different model representations. One size does not fit all modelers. While we might wish to imagine a state of affairs in which every scientist or engineer employs one specific notation, this is not how modeling is done in practice. A language such as UML, for example, standardizes only to cluster a fairly narrow set of previously defined visual notations [15, 16] into one unified notation. However, even within the field of software engineering, there are many other notations available. The modeling process is similar to forces that are active in evolutionary biology: there are standards created through survival fitness criteria, but at the same time, there are genetic mutations and crossovers working to generate new modeling species. The push toward supporting customization in interfaces and notation suggests that we need to support alternate ways of viewing systems, with different metaphors. So, rather than standardize on one notation, we should support the idea of closely integrating within the field of several notations that are used in practice-matching a system's states or events to the geometry of an object, as well as linking to additional multimedia for that object.
We suggest building an interface in which the physical object δ(s, x), as part of a mathematical model (i.e., representing the concept of a state transition based on external system input), can be integrated with sensory attributes of the objects being modeled. For example, if we are dealing with ecological population dynamics, the state s-if touched-would show the phenomenal attributes of the state value and change. We would see 2D or 3D wading bird populations undergoing relative change, with input effects in the form of migrating or moving birds being displayed. Conversely, touching a population will lead us back to the textual variables. We also want to be able to press on δ(s, x) and see a diagram of this transition. Having different model types in several physically separate locations (books, computer displays, computer desktop windows) is antithetical to a more usable integrative multimodeling environment.
On one hand, we could say that all of this has already been done at some level, with the proliferation of multimedia and Web browsers; however, while these technologies support the idea of integrative multimodeling, they do not facilitate it. We still need to investigate how to make this interaction and integration efficient and then formalize interaction models that generalize among different phenomena. Furthermore, we need to go further than our textual and diagrammatic models by investigating how 3D and immersion can assist simulation analysts to create and manipulate models that appeal to usability and aesthetics.
A Futuristic Modeling Vision
Any grand challenge will be based partly on some sort of vision of how things will be in the future. One way is for us to imagine future modeling environments, which we suggest will involve integrative interfaces. We may read books on science fiction and watch modern movies, with their ever-increasing dependence on the latest technologies in computer graphics and postproduction techniques that blur the line between "reality" and "simulation." Disney's 1982 movie Tron envisaged a world inside of the computer, with users having their own representative avatars working against the master control program (MCP). The MCP, whose counterpart in the real world ran a large company, played the role of antagonist, while the protagonist aimed to shut down the evil MCP. The 3D graphically rendered computer landscape, very advanced for its time, showed a futuristic computing device, along with its working innards. Another popular TV series, Star Trek: The Next Generation, contained a special environment called the Holodeck. The Holodeck could reproduce the effects of any virtual scene, set of objects, or level of sensory immersion and engagement. In many ways, the Holodeck becomes the modeler's nirvana since anything could be created and experienced. To program the Holodeck is to craft the ultimate simulation, one in which it is not possible to differentiate between the Holodeck experience and "real life." It was never made clear what Holodeck programs actually looked like or how one created models in the Holodeck, but it seems doubtful that Holodeck programmers used paper, flat screens, and sharp writing utensils. It would appear that part of our challenge is to figure out how to achieve similar tasks in modeling, with the assumption that our state of technology will improve to the point where the Holodeck will eventually become achievable. In fact, the Holodeck and similar futuristic features found in recent shows, books, and movies (such as the TV show Dr. Who, Gibson's [17] Neuromancer, and The Matrix film) help us to construct Gedanken (i.e., mind) experiments.
For example, imagine that you are inside of a Holodeck and that it is not possible to ask for paper, a computer keyboard, mouse, or writing instruments. How will you model now that you have been deprived of the technology to which you are accustomed? We should and must envisage modeling as it would be on the Holodeck. Efforts that help us to answer these questions are likely to lead to partial solutions to the nature of grand challenge questions. For an example of what we might create in the Holodeck, we could look to cinema. Figure 1 suggests ways in which we might design or observe TCP/IP networks. Elam and Hanberger [18] created a 3D movie with visual imagery accentuating the flow of packets through routers. There are two ways of looking at this work: a visualization of more abstract phenomena or as a precursor to modeling research for local-area networks and the Internet. Or, we might look at in both ways, which seems a more desirable and flexible view.
The futuristic science fiction film or game will help us a little in envisioning where we need to go for integrative multimodeling, but it falls short on specifics. The movie clip by Elam and Hanberger [18] certainly does not provide the same level of detail as a network simulation, but it does hint at one possible interface that stresses three sample HCI concepts: immersion, pleasure, and engagement. A noncinematic, engaging simulation would allow us to touch the TCP/IP router, obtain quantitative information on its capacity and loads, and then make appropriate adjustments.
This leads to an important distinction between snapshots of dynamic scenes, as in Figure 1 , and still diagrams that are tailor-made to be attached to a static medium, such as paper. Static diagrams, by their very nature, are meant to convey a substantial amount of information about a thing. However, still images of dynamic media cannot possibly do this using a static medium. The situation becomes worse when we add the qualities of interaction and immersion to dynamic. For example, to make the movie in Figure 1 usable for network simulation would not be conceptually difficult, even though the purpose of the movie was educational. Yet, to display the same information as a diagram containing a full array of labels and legends on a flat-paper medium would dramatically expand a manuscript. This is because one is forced to "flatten" the interactive medium, thus nullifying its positive HCI effects. It is a little like attempting to show the singular benefits of the third spatial dimension while being constrained within Edwin Abbott's 2D Flatland [19] .
HCI Requirements Supporting the Focus
To support integrative multimodeling as a grand challenge, we should identify more specific HCI requirements that will serve as the bedrock for integrative multimodeling:
• Usability. This reflects the performance-driven standard that has become common in the HCI field [20] . Whatever is developed in integrative multimodeling must certainly be usable if it is to function. However, we need to aim for practical and apparent usability and not "usable in theory." • Emotion. There is an aesthetic and emotional aspect to the sort of interface represented in Figure 1 that plays well with the fairly recent emergence of these qualities in the HCI research community [21] [22] [23] . It is becoming clear that usability is only part of the picture-if a model has an emotional or aesthetic connotation, this affects whether people will use it. In a practical sense, something is not usable if people are not using it.
• Immersion. People may be more engaged, spend more time, and consequently learn more through being immersed with an interface and being engaged in pleasurable interaction [24] .
• Customization. Like the increased emphasis of emotion in the HCI literature, a customized or individualized interface can help promote adoption. This trend is bolstered through mature work in individualized instruction (i.e., adapting the "teaching interface") [25] and, more recently, with "mass customization" for business [26] and HCI [27] .
These requirements have to be added to the need for regular advancement in the interface technologies, such as (1) graphics and sound acceleration, (2) position and orientation tracking for physical objects, (3) advanced displays, and (4) haptic control and feedback devices.
Example Combat Scene
The challenge of an integrative multimodeling interface is precisely to make it possible for the human to visualize a real-world system and then to interactively and immersively explore that system's multiple models. This challenge needs to be accomplished within the same overall interface, allowing the user to switch between information, geometry, and dynamic models while never leaving the immersive scene [28, 29] . A simple way to imagine this interface is through the focusing property of a lens. Consider a command-and-control operation involving a set of automated flying vehicles, fighter aircraft, and reconnaissance aircraft. The objects in such a scene can be considered through different perspectives-those of shape, geometry components, dynamics, or information. Through the primary lens, we see the digital equivalent of a scale model of the theater of conflict, a 3D vehicle in an immersive computer interface setting. A more simulation-oriented "lens" is adapted to view the dynamics of the objects, while selecting another lens provides attribute information, such as the manufacturers of each specific part. Another lens may show us the scene graph for the geometry or a semantic network encoding the ontology for fighter aircraft. In such views, one envisages a single environment where multiple models are supported and integrated within one interfaceit becomes possible to switch or move between models and levels within models. Consider Figures 2 through 5 , which represent a scenario involving two fighter jets, one JSTARS, and an automated vehicle gathering battlefield information. We constructed a movie with this scene as a basic prototype for what could be accomplished with integrative multimodeling, even though our software cannot yet support the model component morphing shown in Figure 4 . The user in this case is imagined to be someone with a command-and-control function or someone undergoing educational instruction on how air vehicles interact within a battlespace. The four figures are described in more detail: This interface is a 3D version of the classic 2D battle map.
• Figure 3 : At a point during the simulation, the analyst decides to investigate the dynamics of the scenario at its highest abstraction level, that is, how the objects interact. The objects snap within close vicinity of each other, and the geometries morph (i.e., are transformed into) their respective dynamic components. In this case, each object has a mathematical function associated with it. This function will be shown as a box, similar to those used for block models in control engineering. • Figure 5 : The dynamic model that defines the behavior of the scenario and the geometry of the scene has gradually disappeared. At this point, the analyst may further peruse each function for finer degrees of detail.
Aesthetic Computing
Aesthetic computing [30, 31] is the study of artistic representations of formal models as found in computing and mathematics. The area is a convergence of trends and practices that suggest that future models will be less expensive to reproduce, be more engaging, and be customized for a specific task or person. As previously mentioned, the HCI community has suggested that human-computer interfaces require a balance between qualities such as emotion, aesthetics, and usability. Such attributes are not strictly for neophytes but for experts as well, as long as the expert can maintain the same degree of interactive control and expression. The two and a half decade history of the desktop metaphor began with this particular metaphor being viewed strictly in terms of providing an easy-to-use interface for neophytes. The commercial introduction of the Apple Macintosh provides a good data point for this examining this trend. The desktop interface concept has evolved to the point where both neophytes and experts actively employ desktop metaphors, windows, and the dragging and dropping of icons. Thus, aesthetic computing is not just about separating the neophytes from the expertsit is about charting a future for potential interfaces to be widely used since experts also require aesthetic interfaces. The challenge is to ensure that these interfaces are made rigorous and robust. Kay [32] makes this prescient observation: "The work of Papert convinced me that whatever user interface design might be, it was solidly intertwined with learning" (p. 195). In short, if one wishes to see what tomorrow's interfaces are going to look and sound like, one can begin by studying interface representations that are used for teaching and learning. We are developing a system called RUBE, which supports aesthetic computing. The purpose of RUBE is to facilitate new model types using technologies currently at our disposal. Model specification is decoupled from model presentation so that formal structures can be viewed or heard using many different styles and aesthetics. This customization is made possible primarily through XML and work that uses XML as a basis. For example, we use the extensible 3D language (X3D) to represent 3D scenes, and we are creating two new XML dialects: MXL and DXL to facilitate dynamic model construction, as required in the computer simulation community. MXL (multimodeling exchange language) has elements and structure that closely matches today's existing model types used for simulation. The schema for MXL, for example, contain namespaces for finite state machines, Petri nets, and functional block models. DXL (dynamics exchange language) will be used as an assembly language level for MXL, and so it represents primitive functional components not unlike those of a digital circuit [33] .
To illustrate sample X3D scenes for a finite state machine (FSM), consider Figures 7 through 9 , which illustrate customized versions or styles for the same three-state FSM. Figure 6 displays the formal structure of an FSM containing three states and three directed transitions, all triggered by a binary input of one. The events triggering state transitions in Figure 6 are assumed to be one, which is why this is not displayed in the figure. When zero is received by the FSM, the FSM stays in its current state, with S1 being the start state. Figures 7 through 9 display alternative aesthetics to the diagrammatic one in Figure 6 , but the underlying MXL files are equivalent to that of Figure 6. Figure 7 displays primitive solids, not unlike fairly recent 3D programming language studies in the form of the Cube language [34] . Figures 8 and 9 represent fluid flow and agent-based metaphors. In Figure 8 , fluid flows from one cylindrical tank to another, indicating a change in state. A fluid-filled tank defines the currently active state for the FSM, and so only one tank at any particular time is filled. For Figure 9 , a female avatar moves along a walkway from one state to another. The avatar rests underneath one of three gazebos, indicating which state is current. As in all metaphors and analogies, some aspects of the source domain are not transferred to the target [35, 36] . For example, the fluid metaphor suggests not only directionality but also a continuous, rather than discrete, change in state; however, we ignore this inferred continuity when applying the metaphor. This aspect of metaphors and analogies is fairly common-even for Figure 6 , we ignore that arrows have feathers and are made of wood with metal tips since these material aspects are not to be carried along to the target in the analogy when trying to understand what an FSM means.
Figures 10 and 11 display a more complex program [37] , a simple multitasking operating system, with programs being anthropomorphically presented as colored avatars and operating system (OS) resources being represented by people acting as servers behind desks. Different floor paths are defined to allow for avatars to queue behind each resource. Each world is imbued with sound to serve as an additional cue for tying a concept or abstract quantity to something material.
RUBE Modeling Framework
RUBE is a project at the University of Florida designed and implemented to support the construction of customized models for computer simulation. Let us step back a moment to sketch the software development process leading up to RUBE, then define the RUBE architecture and show two examples that illustrate an aspect of integrative multimodeling. In 1990, we started our software development with SimPack, which was a collection of C tools for supporting both discrete event and continuous simulation efforts. The largest code segments of SimPack were those supporting the discrete event queuing and priority data structure choices. SimPack was useful but required users to build their models from code. This code was made somewhat more robust and structured with the introduction of an object-oriented structure using C++ around 1994. A few years later, we desired some sort of user-interface capability to allow users to construct multimodels, so we employed Tcl/Tk and C++ to create basic interfaces for modeling a variety of graph-based models in addition to difference and differential equations. In 1995, we explored embedding C and C++ objects and code images within Web pages using a server approach. This, as well as related community efforts using Java, resulted in the Web-based modeling and simulation movement [38] , which has since burgeoned into the commercial arena. Most current Web-based simulation uses either the computer-graphic interface (CGI) script server approach or the approaches allowed by Java applets and servlets.
In 1999, we steered more toward the idea of allowing users to customize model structure, so that models could look and sound the way that the user wished. We termed this enterprise RUBE. This approach allows for dynamic models to be built using a 3D modeling language. The modeling language we used was the Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML97), which had recently been adopted as the ISO standard for displaying 3D scene graphs within Web browsers. We hand-built Javascript code within VRML script nodes to make it possible to do simulation and animation simultaneously. The VRML-assisted activity was successful in that we could build any simulation model in 3D, embed it into a Web page, and allow the user to be immersed within an integrated environment containing the dynamic model and the scene. This was our first thrust into combining two types of models, geometry and dynamic, to create an integrative environment. Figures 4 through 8 illustrate examples using this method with VRML client software screen shots.
More recently, an expanded RUBE has proceeded along two fronts: (1) world authoring and (2) XML model specification. The VRML environment left a lot to be desired when it came to authoring. At the time, no capable, freely available tools existed for authoring VRML content. Also, we began to explore the use of XML as a way to code multimodel structure. The XML philosophy, inherited from the SGML predecessor, stressed a separation of content from presentation. This separation fit well with our goal of allowing models to customize their presentations, with the idea being that one might create one XML file for defining, say, a Petri net, and then, through the use of style sheets, this Petri net might look somewhat different for each user group. XML could be used for presenting the same content in multiple ways. Most of the literature covering the issue of style sheets for documents stresses changes in the look and layout of text; however, the idea of a document holds more possibilities, beyond text, for representing knowledge and model structure. Regarding world authoring, the open-source movement that spawned the likes of GNU products and the Linux operating system has also recently produced significant authoring tools for visualization, such as SodiPodi for 2D and Blender for 3D. The XML model specification preceded the world authoring in our work. We created two languages: MXL and DXL. MXL is an XML language for capturing dynamic model content. The following is an excerpt from a larger MXL file capturing the topology of a finite state machine. The purpose of these XML languages is to encode the complete information about a model without specifying how it is presented. Numerous presentation or HCI aspects can be mapped to the same underlying XML. <MXL> <model id="FSM2S2T" type="FSM"> <topology type="GRAPH"> <node id="S1" type="STATE" start="TRUE"> <script id="S1.js" func="S1{\_}func"/> </node> <node id="S2" type="STATE"> <script id="S2.js" func="S2{\_}func"/> </node> <node id="S3" type="STATE"> <script id="S3.js" func="S3{\_}func"/> </node> <edge id="T12" type="TRANSITION" begin="S1" end="S2" data{\_}type="INTEGER"> <script id="T12.js" func="T12{\_}func"/> </edge> <edge id="T23" type="TRANSITION" begin="S2" end="S3" data{\_}type="INTEGER"> <script id="T23.js" func="T23{\_}func"/> </edge> <edge id="T32" type="TRANSITION" begin="S3" end="S2" data{\_}type="INTEGER"> <script id="T32.js" func="T32{\_}func"/> </edge> </topology> MXL has different elements and attributes for each model type that it supports. Currently supported model types are (1) the FSM, (2) the functional block model, and (3) the equational model. DXL, by contrast, is a circuitlike language with blocks, ports, and connectors with data types. DXL serves as an assembly layer for MXL, which translates into DXL. DXL can support both asynchronous and synchronous modes of simulation execution using an underlying discrete event handling mechanism. Prior to the use of authoring tools, one would employ RUBE by following the following procedure:
1. Create a 3D scene file in VRML.
2. Create an MXL file using an XML editor.
3. Translate the MXL into DXL, and DXL into Javascript.
4. Insert the Javascript from step 3 back into VRML to create an integrated world.
5.
Interact with the world, performing the simulation.
Steps 1 and 2 involve using text editors.
Step 3 uses XSLT (extensible style transformation) and DOM (domain object model).
Step 4 uses only XSLT. XSLT and DOM are two integral aspects of XML technology (http://www.w3c.org). XSLT builds on the idea of style sheets for HTML but is a more general-purpose, patternbased language; DOM provides a way for XML content to be parsed into memory and to be accessed using specific methods.
Step 5 represents the final step, simulating the system and interacting with it by changing variables and navigating the models.
For 2D world author modeling, we are using Gimp (http://www.gimp.org/∼tml/gimp/win32) and SodiPodi (http://sodipodi.sourceforge.net). Gimp is a paint package meant for creating raster images of the sort used when editing images and photographs. SodiPodi is a vector drawing package that can be used to create simulation models from core 2D primitives such as circles, lines, arcs, and Bezier splines. For 3D modeling, we are using Blender and VRML. Blender is a complete 3D modeling-animationvideo production tool, and VRML is a file exchange standard discussed earlier. Figure 12 illustrates the use of SodiPodi to build an FSM for a single-piston engine. Both the dynamics (the FSM) and the object (piston) are integrated and simultaneously displayed, in addition to a graph area for outputting the state trajectory. Figure 12 could be considered to be loosely integrative since the FSM is shown adjacent to the phenomenon (i.e., the piston).
The layout of Figure 12 indicates the geometry created with SodiPodi and, on the right-hand side, a Javascript interface used by the model author to associate pieces of geometry with MXL elements that comprise an FSM. For example, one selects one of the shaded circles and then indicates that the circle is the visual presentation for an FSM state. Figure 13 displays a 2D model, minus the complete interface shown in Figure 12 , for creating a generic secondorder feedback control system represented by the equation
The same MXL file used in Figure 13 was also used to define the 3D model through Blender, shown in Figure  14 . The 3D model is constructed using the Blender 3D interface and then can be rendered using one of several possible renderers-from Blender's default (used for this figure) to others-that have explicit support for ray tracing and alternate schemes for modeling diffuse reflection.
Blender supports extensibility using the Python scripting language, which can be used to obtain access to internal geometry and material data blocks. There is an existing script to allow export to VRML, which is used to create an interactive world similar to the ones illustrated in earlier figures.
Conclusions
The first part of this article presented key issues involving a goal challenge of an integrative multimodeling interface. The second part showed representative work that we are doing to assist in helping to move toward this goal. The following are challenges that modelers must resolve to address the stated issues:
• Study the diversity of model types from every discipline, in and outside of science, to determine new connections, especially between software engineering and system engineering. Employ ontology languages as a potential way to create an integration of model components in XML. • Study how model types can be better connected via HCI technologies to support HCI goals. This includes model Figure 14 . A 3D second-order control system (representing Fig. 13) types for software and systems science and engineering. How can different model types be integrated and interfaced? For dynamic models, how can they be more seamlessly realized within the contexts of the objects they model? How can the models support the HCI qualities of usability, emotion, immersion, and customization?
• Study how model types can be represented using 3D as well as in ubiquitous computing environments. The need for formal model descriptions continues, but these notations need to be connected to more aesthetic and customized model structures that enhance practical usability. What schemas and data/file structures are needed to support each representation?
While we focused on representation and the importance of customization of model types, assisted by XML technologies and open-source 2D and 3D authoring software, there are many remaining aspects to the challenge. Beyond our domain of model customization, we need to better formalize the process of customization. Ideally, one might take an arbitrary MXL content file and then, using XML style sheets, automatically create 2D or 3D model renditions. This is an extraordinarily complex task, however, since it amounts to a problem in automatic layout as well as generative aesthetics and visual style. Still, it may be possible to create a subset of particular styles, which can then be fine-tuned manually to achieve a model worthy of being admired for both its aesthetics as well as its pure functional content. Technical and engineering challenges arise in trying to compose disparate pieces of software and XML. In the process of integrating models within scenes, there might emerge rules or heuristics to aid in the process. Some loosely defined ones are used in the RUBE project, but we plan on investigating this further and publishing a comprehensive list. The general question here becomes one of how to create HCI environments supporting the juxtaposition of a dynamic model with its target phenomenon.
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